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Regardless of our strategies, goals, 

missions or motivations, we can  

agree that to make progress toward 

outcomes is why we put in the work.

While progress can look different 

depending on if we are seeking it 

individually, within our organizations 

and communities or even system-wide, 

it is important to take a moment 

to recognize where we are now and  

what it looks like where we want  

to be tomorrow. 

Turning in circles. Going nowhere fast. Running in place.  
There’s no shortage of sayings for working hard but feeling 
like you just aren’t making progress. It’s a frustrating but 
familiar experience that comes about in our personal and 
professional lives.  

How do you avoid getting stuck in place and ensure your 
effort is translating to real progress? I’ve thought a lot 
about this question since joining Filene as the Senior 
Director of Incubation late last year. I’m incredibly thankful 
for the opportunity to support Filene’s Incubator’s 
impressive track record of generating new ideas, 
cultivating innovative solutions, and unearthing insights 
for solving pressing challenges facing credit unions and 
their communities. Since 2014, the Incubator has tested 
eighteen product concepts at over a hundred credit unions, 
ultimately reaching more than 40,000 members and 
generating $185 million in loans and savings. Likewise, 
Filene’s i3 program has coached hundreds of credit union 
leaders through the process of innovating over 500 product 
concepts in its sixteen years of existence. My goal is to 
build on this progress and continue the Incubator’s work 
leading innovation that matters.

The shape and size of your goals may differ—maybe you’re 
incorporating a new tech solution, working to build new 
partnerships, or just trying to help your members and staff 
safely weather the pandemic. Regardless, there are steps 
you can take to avoid spinning your wheels without getting 
anywhere. Clearly articulating what progress means and 
how you plan to measure it. Getting buy-in and feedback 
from partners. Testing new ideas and learning from your 
mistakes. The pace may be slow at times and progress  
may not always be linear. But a clear focus, aligned team, 
and patient approach can keep things moving in the  
right direction.

Thank you!

Josh Sledge
Senior Director, Incubation
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P R O G R E S S   
K E E P S  U S  M O V I N G  F O R WA R D

“ P R O G R E S S  I S  T H E  C O N S TA N T  R E P L AC I N G  O F  T H E  B E S T 

T H E R E  I S  W I T H  S O M E T H I N G  S T I L L  B E T T E R .”    

            – EDWARD FILENE 

As our Filene mission reminds us  

to think forward, this issue will  

challenge us to look through the 

lens of progress—be it personally, 

organizationally or systemically. 

And so, whatever progress means 

to you, we hope you consider this 

question—are you replacing the  

best there is with something 

still better?



ENGAGE AND WIN ACCOUNTS
Filene is seeking innovative credit unions to test a 
financial monitoring and analysis platform that can:

  →     Alert credit unions to win accounts  
and promote products 

  →     Create member engagement opportunities  
with aggregated customer data 

No core integration is required. No cost to participate.

IMPROVE LENDING ACCURACY AND QUALITY
Filene is seeking growth-oriented credit unions  
to test a re-decisioning lending platform that can: 

  →     Increase approval rates 

  →     Leverage alternative credit data  
and A.I. analytics 

LOS integration through single API call is required.  
Minimum of 250 loan applications each month.
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The financial services landscape is changing and credit 
unions are stuck in the middle. On one side, the large 
national banks are investing billions of dollars in online 
and mobile banking offerings. On the other, an increasing 
number of fintech and big tech providers are perfecting 
specific financial services products and services.  
Where does this leave credit unions? 

A WORLD FULL OF NEW IDEAS 

The COVID-19 crisis tested every organizations’ resilience 
and capacity to adapt and grow. Faced with thinning 
margins, credit unions walk a tightrope between mission  
and margin. One wrong step can threaten the credit  
union model’s value proposition—another can diminish 
business sustainability. This is not a path that must be 
walked alone. 

What if credit unions had a partner to try something  
new? How might a shift here, or there, lead to growth  
on a credit union’s bottom line and impact in their 
communities? With a network of testers guided by 
academic research, credit unions continue to have  
an opportunity to test and scale ideas to move their  
business and communities forward. 

Incubator Spotlight

"WHAT IF?" & "HOW MIGHT?"

1 IN 5 CREDIT UNION MEMBERS  
REPORT THAT THEY WOULD CONSIDER  
SWITCHING TO A MORE INNOVATIVE  
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION.

YO U  C A N ’ T  A F F O R D  TO  I G N O R E  T H E  D E M A N D

Since 2014, Filene’s Incubator has tested eighteen  
product concepts at over a hundred credit unions,  
ultimately reaching more than 40,000 members 
and generating $185 million in loans and savings.

THE MOST DANGEROUS PHRASE 

With rising demand from the credit union industry,  
Filene’s Incubator has been enhanced to help credit  
unions meet their aggressive growth goals and drive 
a double bottom line impact for their organization  
and their members.

There are emerging trends and ideas coming out for  
financial services daily and with one foot in to test  
a new concept, your organization is one step closer  
to responsible growth.  

The most dangerous phrase we hear is, “we’ve  
always done it that way.” To achieve the progress  
we seek, the time is now to move beyond that same 
old thinking and start asking “what if?” and  
“how might?”.

Y E A R S  O F  I M PAC T

2014

2021

P R E V I O U S  I N C U B ATO R  I M PAC T

C U R R E N T  I N C U B ATO R  P R O J E C T S

Reduce the front-end risk of new products and 
ideas for credit union members while accelerating 
credit union decision-making and growth. Leverage 
successful tests to establish formal relationships  
with solution providers for rapid implementation.

TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INCUBATOR OR FOR  
MORE INFO CONTACT FILENE-PILOT@FILENE.ORGTO LEARN MORE VISIT  FILENE.ORG/452

SAY YES TO THE TEST

I N  2 0 1 6  F I L E N E  A N D

40 CREDIT UNIONS

T E S T E D

5 PRODUCTS

O V E R

18 MONTHS

G E N E R AT I N G

58,482 LOANS

TOTA L I N G

$84.8 MILLION

mailto:FILENE-pilot%40filene.org?subject=I%20read%20about%20the%20Incubator%20in%20the%20Asterisk%20and%20want%20to%20learn%20more.
http://filene.org/452
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For progress to take root, it is not enough to only 
think about what must be done, we must also take  
action to affect change. That is why our Centers of 
Excellence are designed with outcomes in mind.

Here is how each of Filene’s centers work individually  
and collectively to move the credit union model 
forward and enable credit unions to continue to  
grow as ever more vital resources for their members  
and communities:

7

The Center for Community Social Impact expands 
knowledge on the practice and impact of credit unions’ 
social and community development efforts. Outcomes  
will enable credit unions with insights and resources 
needed to develop strategic advantages in the 
communities they serve and drive transformative 
community change.  

The Center for Consumer Financial Lives in Transition  
will strengthen credit unions’ capacity to adapt to 
consumers’ changing financial lives and livelihoods 
as they face new forms of economic struggle and  
financial fragility. 

Through new ways of thinking, new ways of doing 
business and system-wide efforts to put financial well-
being at the center of the credit union value proposition, 
this research center will help credit unions better 
meet their members’ needs, in their moments of need, 
while enhancing their value, driving engagement and 
expanding their reach. 

The Center for Data Analytics will advance credit unions’ 
understanding of and capabilities in data governance, 
management, and analytics. 

By building internal readiness for adopting and growing 
data analytics capabilities, credit unions can work 
together to develop system-level analytics capabilities 
that advance the credit union mission and grow the 
business. Effective approaches to data management  
and analytics for the larger financial services industry  
will prioritize responsible use of consumer data to lead 
credit unions into the financial services landscape of  
the future. 

The Center for Innovation & Incubation advances 
credit unions’ ability to respond to members’ desire  
for innovative financial services innovations that  
meet their needs and their communities’ needs today.  
This research aims to help credit unions build systems, 
cultures and processes and remain adaptive to changing 
needs of members and communities. 

The Center for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)  
will provide support to credit unions as they implement 
evidence-based strategies to advance DEI in their 
organizations in order to attract, retain, and develop 
talent, better serve members, and create business  
and social value.  

Applying insights to advance DEI practices and  
creating a critical mass of organizations valuing DEI 
strategies, credit unions will create more diverse,  
inclusive, and equitable workplaces—and leverage  
DEI for organizational and community success. 

The Center for Emerging Technology will look far  
into the future to connect credit unions with the most  
impactful technology and drive forward-thinking 
business decisions. 

By understanding new technologies, credit unions  
can proactively create with each other and their members 
the type of technological environments that grow their 
business and serve their mission to put members at  
the center of their decisions about new technology.  
This will enable credit unions to creatively harness  
new financial technologies to grow credit unions,  
meet members where they are, and build the kind  
of world that reflects our shared values. 

DESIGNED FOR

the credit union company

A  S P E C I A L  T H A N K  Y O U  T O  T H O S E  

T H AT  S U P P O R T  T H E  F I L E N E  C E N T E R S  

O F  E X C E L L E N C E .

VISIT FILENE.ORG/RESEARCH 
TO FIND THE LATEST ON RESEARCH IMPACTS.

F I L E N E ' S  I NNER
 C

I R
C

L
E

http://filene.org/research


The brands that will win when it comes to loyalty are 
those that have shown and continue to show the way they 
put customers first when it came to safety during COVID. 
People are going to make big decisions in the future with 
organizations they can trust with their wellness and Canvas 
has proven to be the community and financial partner 
that members expected during these trying times. 

Canvas went on to build an entire strategy around well-being 
that launched in 2021. The Live Well(er) campaign invited 
members to share in this holistic view of well-being. And this 
is only the beginning of their work to demonstrate the data 
and share stories of how belonging to Canvas Credit Union 
improves overall well-being of members and the community. 

This brand work has been phenomenally important  
for us. It is a huge investment to rebrand and critical for 
our board to be able to see the progress we are making. 
The benchmarking work we did with Filene was an 
enormous support for us to not only prove our business 
case but served as a solid reminder that we need to keep 
measuring, listening and put that listening into action  
to improve the lives of our members. 
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If we look back to why credit unions were formed,  
we remember that they were born to meet financial 
challenges during the Great Depression. We have seen  
more than our fair share of economic and social challenges 
since then, and with each one our eyes have been opened  
to the complicated intersecting issues facing the 
communities credit unions are living in.  

In January, Filene welcomed Robin Brulé to the Filene  
team as our Senior Director of Philanthropic Partnerships  
to help expand our cross-sector collaborations when  
solving complex economic issues and promoting financial 
well-being. With more than 25 years  
of community leadership experience, 
Robin shares a few insights for  
credit unions to maximize their  
own impact at home.  

Q & A  W I T H  R O B I N  B R U L É

Where do you see opportunities for the credit union industry 
to think beyond their members as one-issue individuals  
and address financial well-being as a whole?  

Our work is a powerful force multiplier to promote  
economic opportunity and well-being. When we open  
that work to collaborate with community partners, we will 
really see systemic improvements in individual, community, 
economic and social outcomes. This kind of collaboration 
opens the door for credit unions to test innovative solutions, 
address complex challenges facing their communities  
and start to shift policies and practices in impactful ways.  

Over the last year, financial services have proven to be 
indispensable community partners. Credit unions are not 
only positioned to be leaders in the conversation about 
financial well-being, but some now have the data to 
demonstrate just how much they are improving it. 

Three years after a full organization rebrand, Canvas 
embarked on a custom research project designed to 
benchmark well-being over time. “The pandemic has  
shown us that holistically we have to talk about more 
than just financial health,” said Tansley Stearns, Chief 
People & Strategy Officer at Canvas Credit Union. “The 
social, financial and mental well-being is interconnected  
in a way that cannot be ignored.” 

After establishing a clear definition of what well-being is, 
Filene worked with Canvas to design a survey to assess 
three main well-being dimensions: health, financial and 
social ties well-being. Canvas knows their members strive 
to be their best physically, mentally, socially, and of course, 
financially and in their quest to understand how to improve 
the wellness journey of their Canvas extended family, this 
project measured Canvas members’ wellness compared to 
the average Coloradan.  

“Prior work that we have done, showed that if we are able  
to understand that Canvas members are more well, we would 
be able to answer the question of ‘what’s in it for me,ʼ” 
Stearns continued.  

This project began in 2020, serendipitously during COVID 
where individuals were keenly tuned into their well-being. 
The results of this research project were groundbreaking. 

This custom research project showed that Canvas members 
are better off than non-members in their respective 
communities. In fact, their well-being grows as their tenure 
matures, and the relationship deepens. And now they have 
the data they need to show potential members how they, 
too, can live better by being part of the credit union. 

Find more insights on how to maximize your impact at 
F I L E N E . O R G / M A X I M I Z E R S O F I M PA C T

How can credit unions innovate within their philanthropic  
efforts to address the growing needs of their communities? 

When we look at these challenges and complex problems, 
we need to take both a systems-based approach, and ground 
“context experts” in the center. Context Experts are individuals 
who know the issue intimately and experience it day to day. 
Great content knowledge without an understanding of how  
it can be applied in an unknown context is doomed to fail;  
great context without infrastructural content knowledge  
is highly unlikely to drive community change. Credit unions  
have an opportunity to bring the very best of themselves as  
a credit union body and think about how to combine what  
they do with others doing this kind of work. 

What are the key strategies credit unions can use to facilitate  
successful collaborations in cross-sector partnerships? 

1.  Think about where you can leverage partnerships  
and go all-in. When you find the greatest gaps in your 
community, align your employee volunteer programs  
and your capital directly to those gaps. If you deploy all  
your resources in one direction and towards those 
partnerships, you will see a greater impact.  

2.  Challenge your assumptions. When you start drilling  
down and understanding a problem, I think you will be 
surprised to find the problem is very different and far  
more complex than what you imagined. Embrace how it  
can change your viewpoint, assumptions and even your 
products and services.  

3.  Use your marketing muscle. When you’re using the 
best of your resources to make an impact, you not only  
have an opportunity to make said impact, but you have  
an opportunity to raise awareness and showcase the 
partners you are doing this work with. Share your  
collective impact story. 

Progress through Philanthropy

MAXIMIZERS OF IMPACT
Progress through Well-being

LIVE WELL(ER)

The Reaching Minority Households Incubator allowed  
40 credit unions to provide 58,482 loans through  
alternative lending options, including the use of  
relationship factors other than a credit score.

L E A R N  M O R E  AT  F I L E N E . O R G / 4 5 2 

F I L E N E  I M PAC T

Tansley Stearns
Chief People +  
Strategy Officer
Canvas Credit Union

CUSTOM 
RESEARCH

+

EMAIL US AT ENGAGE@FILENE.ORG TO SEE HOW YOU CAN ACTIVATE A SIMILAR PROJECT AT YOUR ORGANIZATION.

http://filene.org/maximizersofimpact
http://filene.org/452
mailto:%20engage%40filene.org?subject=Activating%20Custom%20Research


Through storytelling of case studies 
from people who challenged the  
status quo and achieved some 
amazing breakthroughs, Unsafe 
Thinking by Jonah Sachs, challenges 

the reader to 
discover how they 
can challenge and 
change themselves 
when they need it 
most. It is based  
on the premise  
that we as humans 

have evolved to favor the safe and 
familiar way of thinking, but that is  
no longer an effective strategy in 
today’s world of constant change. 
Unsafe thinking allows us to explore 
new and creative ideas and pushes  
us to take risks to achieve great things. 

Research  

TAKE-AWAY TOOL

1
2
3
4
5

R OA D  M A P 
to Activating Diversity,  
Equity & Inclusion

Overview Map

First Steps

Personal Pathway 

Operational Pathway 

Organizational Pathway 

REPORT NO. 
521

CENTER FOR 
DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

THERE IS NO  
ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL 
SOLUTION.

U S E  T H I S  R O A D  M A P  T O : 

  →   Take stock of your current 
organizational status,  
culture, and membership.

  →   Assess your leadership  
team’s capacity for change.

  →   Consider the available  
pathways on a personal,  
operational and  
organizational level.

V I S I T  FILENE.ORG/ROADMAP  
T O  B E G I N  YO U R  PAT H  T O  A C T I V AT I N G  
D I V E R S I T Y,  E Q U I T Y  &  I N C LU S I O N .
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TOOL
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I couldn’t pick just one so I thought  
I would share some I’ve passed along 
in the last year to help improve our 
credit union’s strategy, governance, 
innovation and execution: 

Principles of 21st Century Governance  
by Les Wallace: A great primer for 

anyone that is  
looking to pull 
their credit  
union board  
and leadership  
to the next level 
and into 21st 
Century thinking. 

Measure What Matters by John  
Doeer: Learn how Google and the  
rest of Silicon Valley create objectives 
with measurable key results (KPIs)  
to power exponential growth. 

Principles by Ray Dalio: A great 
reminder that the fundamentals are 
still valid and having a curious thirst 
for learning and improving are keys  
to innovation and excellence. Gave  
a copy to the entire executive team! 

i3 PICKS
Create The Future 
+ The Innovation 
Handbook by  
Jeremy Gutsche: 
A great primer 
and framework for 
innovation and 
thinking outside the box with  
great workshop ideas. For anyone  
who thinks they are an innovator  
and trend hound. 

Trillion Dollar Coach by Bill Campbell: 
A behind the curtain view of one 
of Silicon Valley’s most influential 

executive coaches 
and mentors.  
Learn how to get 
the best out of  
your team. It’s 
worth the read for 
his 1:1 framework.  

Setting The Table by Danny Meyer: 
Bring the concept and power 
of enlightened hospitality to your  
credit union from the guy that 
launched Gramercy Tavern,  
Tom Colicchio and Shake Shack. 

Todd Kern
Chief Marketing Officer
Frontwave Credit Union

Benjamin Maxim
AVP of Digital Strategy + Innovation 

MSU Federal Credit Union 

What books are you reading that help you make 
progress, whether individually, organizationally,  
in your communities or systemically?

EMAIL US AT INFO@FILENE.ORG TO  
SHARE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN READING.

Take a look at these  
book recommendations  
from two of our newest  
i3 participants.  

http://FILENE.ORG/ROADMAP
mailto:info%40filene.org?subject=This%20is%20what%20I%27ve%20been%20reading...


Evidence-Based Practices for Addressing Inequality in Credit Unions 
There are known strategies that work to improve diversity and reduce inequality.  
While some may be more well-known than others, credit unions have an opportunity 
to adapt these four evidence-based practices into their current operations to amplify 
the positive effects of diversity across their credit union: affirmative action programs, 
identity-conscious practices for HR, effective diversity training, accountability and 
transparency practices. Read more on page 18.

WHAT DOES 

RESEARCH SAY  

ABOUT THE MOST 

COMMONLY 

USED DIVERSITY 

STRATEGIES? 

Drop Your Tools! Shifting Battle Tactics in Times of Uncertainty
After a year of uncertainty from a global pandemic, take control of what you can 
control. Filene Fellow Sekou Bermiss breaks down insights from an extreme and 
tragic event to help credit union leaders understand how they should embrace 
four factors to guide their organization and workforce to become more resilient  
in the face of massive external changes. Read more on page 16.

ANY ADVICE  

ON HOW TO 

LEAD THROUGH  

THIS NONSTOP 

CHANGING 

ENVIRONMENT?

Episode 69
How Innovation Turns 
Failure into Opportunity

Episode 71
Introducing Dr. Cheri 
Speier-Pero, Data  
Analytics Fellow
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FILENE.ORG/PODCAST

Episode 73
Introducing Dr. Jeffrey 
Robinson, Innovation & 
Incubation Fellow

PODCAST
FILENE FILL-IN

The having data is not 
the issue. But in so 

many cases, this data 
is not accessible, it's 
not clean, so we can't 
analyze it. And it's not 

distributed in ways 
that members within 
the organization can 
analyze that data in 
order to create data-

driven decisions.

One thing that I've 
observed is that 

innovation happens in 
all these different ways. 
Most of which are quite 

small and not something 
grandiose and disruptive 
like a Tesla. Yet, that's the 

overarching perception 
of what innovation has to 

be, is it has to be some 
big life changing event. 
And in fact, it's the little 

bits and pieces that make 
the biggest difference 

and that add up to 
powerful change  

over time.
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When society changes 
and the economy 

changes and other 
things change, it’s 
the innovators that 
succeed in the long 

run, and of course we 
want credit unions to 

be successful.

Amplifying Social Impact: The State of Credit Union Giving 
Credit unions’ generosity is up to par with other industry leaders in terms of  
giving as a percentage of net income. But as an industry, we can still do more.  
This report quantifies credit union’s collective giving and lays out six strategies  
for credit unions to integrate when they revisit their approach to philanthropy. 
Read more on page 14.

Hidden Figures: Clearing the Financial Fog Brought About  
by The Pandemic
Call report data from 2020 found that net revenues for credit unions dropped  
by 48 basis points in the fourth quarter—an early indicator of trouble on the horizon. 
Although we can not predict the future as to how quickly, when or even if a return  
to normal will occur, there are some absolutes we can consider when addressing 
short term and long term needs. Read more on page 20.

HOW DOES  

CREDIT UNION  

GIVING AND  

IMPACT COMPARE  

TO OTHER  

INDUSTRIES?

WHAT CAN WE  

LEARN FROM  

OUR COVID-19  

2020 FINANCIAL 

DATA?

You Asked. 

WE ANSWERED.
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EMAIL US YOUR RESEARCH QUESTIONS AT INFO@FILENE.ORG

INSIGHTS  
FROM FILENE'S  

NEWEST RESEARCH

http://filene.org/podcast
mailto:info%40filene.org?subject=
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REPORT        NUMBER

512

COMMUNITY SOCIAL IMPACT

FROM THE CENTER FOR

AUTHORED BY

Elry Armaza
Filene Research Institute

Amplifying  
Social Impact: 
The State of Credit 
Union Giving
There is a sea of change underway in 

how credit unions go about planning, 

pursuing, measuring and reporting 

their philanthropic efforts, and a new 

credit union social impact strategy  

is taking shape. This report offers an  

overview of credit union philanthropic 

giving and provides guidance for 

credit unions to integrate and 

maximize those efforts.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since their beginnings, credit unions have sought to  
do good—to create meaningful social change for their 
members and their communities. That mission has  
never been more important than it is today, and it 
extends beyond the direct financial benefits that credit 
union members receive through better rates, fees  
and service as a result of credit unions’ not-for-profit, 
cooperative structure. What are credit unions doing  
to advance the well-being of their members and  
communities through philanthropic giving,  
volunteering and collaborations?

 → Measure and report. 
It is not always easy to measure the  
effectiveness of philanthropy, but  
it is absolutely critical to try. Ask  
partner agencies to weigh in—they are the experts, 
after all. If you are faced with a situation where 
metrics are difficult to gather, stories can be a good 
substitute. Once you have captured your impact, 
share it. You will validate the benefit of your  
efforts or provide fodder for critical changes.

 → Get—and keep—employees on board. Their  
support and engagement fuels program success 
and creates a virtuous circle that can attract  
and retain good employees.

 → Engage members. Look for ways to involve  
members in your efforts and ensure the causes  
you embrace matter to them. Work to ensure 
philanthropy is about helping the community,  
not only a way to build brand awareness.

 → Tell your story—thoughtfully. Show how your 
efforts impact all stakeholders—partner 
organizations, members, employees, the  
community, government players and more— 
in a way that is engaging, transparent  
and quantifiable. 

THANK YOU TO CHILDREN'S MIRACLE NETWORK  
FOR SHARING THIS CUSTOM RESEARCH

15

WHAT IS THE RESEARCH ABOUT?

In partnership with the Children’s Miracle Network 
Hospitals, the Filene Research Institute embarked on  
new research to understand what kinds of philanthropic 
efforts credit unions undertake and how they define, 
measure and communicate their social impact.  
By understanding the current state of giving among  
credit unions, this study sets a baseline to explore  
further corporate social responsibility and sustainability 
best practices for credit unions going forward.

WHAT ARE THE CREDIT UNION IMPLICATIONS?

As credit unions strive to play a more active and  
impactful role in improving the well-being of not 
just their members and employees but the community  
at large, most will need to make critical changes  
to how they approach philanthropy. Some of these  
changes will be internal; others will compel more  
outreach and connection to the greater community.  
All will require credit unions to recognize the  
interconnectedness of most societal challenges  
and demand they leverage a more diverse array  
of skill sets, tools and partnerships.

As they revisit their approach to philanthropy,  
credit unions should consider integrating these  
six strategies:

 → Focus on logistics. Effective philanthropy  
does not just happen. It requires a strategy, 
designated staff and transparent protocols  
for selecting partners and causes.

 → Be strategic when deploying resources.  
Every community has critical needs, and even  
the largest credit union cannot afford to assist  
with all of them. Choose causes that align with  
the mission and values of your organization  
and those of your staff and members. But do  
not be afraid to buck the status quo if it is  
the right move for all stakeholders.

F I L E N E . O R G / 5 1 2 
Published August 2020

http://filene.org/512
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REPORT        NUMBER

528

WAR FOR TALENT

FROM THE CENTER FOR

AUTHORED BY

Sekou Bermiss
University of North Carolina  
at Chapel Hill

Drop Your Tools! 
Shifting Battle 
Tactics in Times  
of Uncertainty
Filene Fellow Sekou Bermiss  

draws lessons from the Mann  

Gulch Disaster to help credit union 

leaders respond to uncertain times 

and the changing nature of work. 

Accompanying this report is a guide, 

Leadership During Uncertain Times, 

where we highlight insights from  

our esteemed cohort of Fellows 

for how leaders can guide their 

organizations forward.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What does it mean to lead through change?  
The first step is to assess the situation, determine 
the plan or action and communicate this plan to  
your team. But what happens when the situation 
has changed so dramatically that it becomes  
unfathomable to your team?

brief, credit union leaders can work 
towards making their organizations  
better prepared and more resilient  
for the challenges that lie ahead.

After reading the research brief, download the  
accompanying guide to get recommendations  
and insights from Filene Fellows on how to:

 → Separate Signal from Noise

 → Build Cultures of Openness

 → Communicate With Authenticity

 → Build Organizational Resilience

 → Be Nimble

THERE IS SIGNIFICANT VALUE  
FOR CREDIT UNION LEADERS  
TO THINK ABOUT THE 
SENSEMAKING HABITS  
AND ROUTINES THAT  
STRUCTURE YOUR  
ORGANIZATION RIGHT NOW.

CENTER FOR WAR FOR TALENT SPONSOR
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WHAT IS THE RESEARCH ABOUT?

To understand what happens in an organization,  
you need to investigate how people in that  
organization make sense of their environment  
and their role within the environment. 

Because people in organizations are constantly  
attempting to make sense of their actions and  
environments, effective organizations are built  
on routines and habitual actions that bring the  
same people together around the same activities 
in the same times and places.

A famous paper in organizational psychology  
written by Karl Weick entitled “The Collapse of  
Sensemaking in Organizations: The Mann Gulch  
Disaster," draws attention to how an extreme  
event can create the collapse of such sensemaking  
in an organization. When people within  
organizations face an existential threat, Weick  
argues that individuals are reluctant to “drop  
their tools” even though their mission has changed  
and their tools are no longer appropriate.

This research brief builds on Weick’s concepts  
of sensemaking and highlights four factors that  
can help credit unions become more resilient in 
the face of massive external changes and prevent  
the collapse of sensemaking within their workforce.

WHAT ARE THE CREDIT UNION IMPLICATIONS?

There is significant value for credit union leaders  
to think about the sensemaking habits and routines  
that structure their organization right now. The first  
few months of the pandemic were mostly reactive  
and rapid response. The speed of change has slowed,  
but the overall uncertainty of the external and  
workplace environment remains high. In other words, 
it is the perfect time for credit union leaders to take 
a moment to assess and make sense of their situation.  
In considering the four factors described in this  F I L E N E . O R G / 5 2 8

Published January 2021

http://filene.org/528 
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REPORT        NUMBER

529

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

FROM THE CENTER FOR

AUTHORED BY

Quinetta Roberson
Michigan State University

Evidence-based 
Practices for 
Addressing 
Inequality in  
Credit Unions
Workplace inequality continues  

to vex organizations, including 

credit unions. What does research  

say about the most commonly  

applied diversity strategies?  

And what can credit unions  

do to adapt their strategies 

for improving diversity and  

reducing inequality?

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sixty years have passed since federal legislation  
mandated government contractors to show evidence  
towards hiring a more diverse workforce. A current 
review of research shows that the effectiveness  
of many interventions aimed at mitigating workplace 
inequality are mixed. However, making modifications  
to interventions can enhance efforts for improving  
workplace diversity.

19

WHAT IS THE RESEARCH ABOUT?

This brief will summarize the effectiveness  
of our different categories of behavioral policy  
interventions to address workforce inequality 
including: affirmative action, targeted human  
resource management, diversity training and 
accountability and transparency practices.

Insights from this research can be used to 
provide recommendations for credit unions 
to develop and implement organizational  
interventions for increasing workforce diversity  
at all levels and for addressing discrimination  
in the workplace.

WHAT ARE THE CREDIT UNION IMPLICATIONS?

As organizations commit to improving their  
diversity initiatives, existing research provides  
guidance for credit unions wishing to take the  
next steps towards addressing workplace 
inequality by making specific interventions  
that have been found more effective.

Research shows that choosing one or two  
recommendations alone is insufficient for  
improving inequality in the workplace. Instead,  
bundle these initiatives to amplify the positive  
effects of improved diversity outcomes in  
your organization.

HAVING PEOPLE OR  
TEAMS SPECIFICALLY  
DEDICATED TO REDUCING 
INEQUALITY SEEMS TO BE  
MORE EFFECTIVE THAN RELYING  
ON MANAGERIAL EFFORTS  
TO MEET DIVERSITY GOALS.

CENTER FOR DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION SPONSORS

F I L E N E . O R G / 5 2 9 
Published January 2021

http://filene.org/529
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535

INNOVATION & INCUBATION

FROM THE CENTER FOR

AUTHORED BY

Mike Higgins
Mike Higgins & Associates

Hidden Figures: 
Clearing the 
Financial Fog 
Brought About  
by the Pandemic
As credit unions continue  

navigating an uncertain economic 

environment and increasingly 

competitive financial services 

marketplace, reviewing 2020  

financial data can shed light on  

short and long term opportunities.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Long ago, miners would take caged canaries into  
coal mines to detect if deadly methane gas was  
present. If it was, the caged bird would die, alerting 
those in the mine of danger. In financial services,  
the canary in the coal mine is net revenue.

In this brief, Mike Higgins reviews credit union  
call report data from 2018–2020 and finds that  
net revenues for credit unions dropped by 
48 basis points in the fourth quarter. What  
else can we learn from the 2020 data?

WHAT ARE THE CREDIT UNION IMPLICATIONS?

We will not attempt to predict the future  
as to how quickly, when or even if a return to normal  
will occur, but there are still some absolutes.

 → There is a group of credit unions  
(and banks) that are doing very well  
during this time. It would be worthwhile  
to pull their data to understand exactly  
how they are thriving and what makes  
them different.

 → The financial services sector is migrating  
to, and is placing more emphasis upon,  
non-interest income sources to reduce  
reliance upon net interest margin in  
the long term.

 →  Selling and cross selling will be vital to 
your success. The word “sell” is considered  
a four-letter word in some credit unions.  
That mentality must change.

CENTER FOR INNOVATION & INCUBATION SPONSORS
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WHAT IS THE RESEARCH ABOUT?

Exacerbated by the pandemic, the percentage of 
credit unions failing to show net revenue growth  
in 2020 increased to 48.8%—almost half the credit 
unions in the data set. 

Despite the headwinds brought about by the change 
in macroeconomic conditions, there were winners. 
Those financial institutions with mortgage lending 
capability were able to cash in on the wave of 
refinancing and home equity lending. Those with 
business lending skills were able to reap the fee 
income brought about by Payroll Protection Plan 
(PPP) loans. Many financial institutions had record 
earnings in 2020 brought about not by taking profits 
from consumers and businesses, but by being able 
to serve their needs.

In a post-mortem of 2020, and by using data 
collected from credit unions in asset size between 
$200 million and $5 billion, this research brief 
addresses a few items, breaks conventional wisdom 
and offers up some considerations going forward.

MANY FINANCIAL  
INSTITUTIONS HAD  
RECORD EARNINGS  
IN 2020 BROUGHT  
ABOUT NOT BY  
TAKING PROFITS  
FROM CONSUMERS  
AND BUSINESSES,  
BUT BY BEING ABLE  
TO SERVE THEIR NEEDS. F I L E N E . O R G / 5 3 5

Published April 2021

http://filene.org/535


Regardless of scale, from the branch to the 
neighborhood and beyond, foundational credit  
union values—of inclusion, equity and security— 
can lead to profound positive transformations.  
On June 22–23, Filene Fellows Dr. Quinetta  
Roberson and Dr. Mai Thi Nguyen will guide 
attendees through two-days of insights on:

→   the hidden inequalities facing your  
members and employees and action-based 
strategies for tackling those inequalities.

→   inclusion and resilience—from both 
organizational and financial perspectives— 
and how to foster more inclusive and  
resilient communities inside and outside  
your organization.

→   how to align your DEI and social impact 
strategies with your business model,  
offerings and operations, to track your 
progress and evaluate the outcomes  
and impacts of your work.

22 23

J U N E  2 2 – 2 3 

T H E  C E N T E R S  F O R 

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION +   
COMMUNITY SOCIAL IMPACT

V I R T UA L  E V E N TC H R O,  C LO,  C E O

2021

EVENTS
AU G U S T  9 – 1 0

T H E  C E N T E R S  F O R 

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY +  
INNOVATION & INCUBATION

H Y B R I D  E V E N T  |  N A P L E S ,  F LC I O / C TO,  C O O

O C TO B E R  2 6 – 2 8

A N N UA L  M E M B E R  E N G AG E M E N T  E V E N T 

big.bright.minds.

H Y B R I D  E V E N T  |  I R V I N E ,  C AC E O  &  T E A M

R E G I S T E R  A N D  F I N D  

O U R  R E G U L A R LY  U P DAT E D 

L I S T  O F  W E B I N A R S  AT: 

FILENE.ORG/EVENTS

W E B I N A R S

As we turn optimistically toward an economic 
recovery on the horizon, the question we must ask 
ourselves about the past year is “Have we replaced 
the best there was with something still better?” 
When I think about the changes credit unions made 
under the strain of the pandemic, I see progress 
growing through the cracks of the old normal. 

These are the top areas where we at Filene see  
credit unions focused on making progress: 

G R O W T H — 
Uncertain times require credit unions to mine  
for growth through new member acquisition,  
new models for responsible and inclusive lending, 
and new use of analytics for engagement. 

D I G I TA L  T R A N S F O R M AT I O N — 
a people-first philosophy has defined credit  
unions for decades but what happens when that  
is adeptly combined with digital-first delivery?  
A point of differentiation in a crowded financial 
services space. 

VA LU E  P R O P O S I T I O N — 
credit unions succeed at differentiating from  
the competition when they remix their offerings, 
focus on building community connections, and 
center member well-being at the heart of strategy.   

What does progress look like for your organization 
and where are you making it? I’d love to discuss 
how we can help super-charge your work.  
Drop us a line at engage@filene.org. 

Cheers + Best, 

Mark Meyer 
CEO + President  

final reMARKs

During this virtual event, researchers and credit 
union professionals explored how consumers’ 
well-being is being reshaped by broad shifts in 
the economy and society. Attendees then learned 
how credit unions can operationalize a focus  
on financial well-being and reap the benefits  
of supporting members through these changes.

Discussion focused on three critical life 
transitions—work, health and justice.

E V E N T  R E C A P

D I D  YO U  M I S S  O U R  L A S T  E V E N T ? 

LIVES INTERRUPTED: 
BRIDGING FINANCIAL TRANSITIONS

F O R  M O R E  F R O M  T H I S  E V E N T  V I S I T: 

FILENE.ORG/LIVESINTERRUPTEDRECAP

FILENE.ORG/EVENTS

R E G I S T E R  YO U  A N D  YO U R  T E A M  

F O R  A L L  F I L E N E  2 0 2 1  E V E N T S  TO DAY !

Join us for our first hybrid event of 2021!  
In partnership with DCUC's Annual Conference,  
we'll be bringing together academics and industry 
leaders connected to our Centers of Excellence for 
Emerging Technology and Innovation & Incubation.

Big.bright.minds. is the culmination of all the 
best Filene has to offer and brings together 
a community of credit union leaders passionate 
about moving their credit unions forward.

http://filene.org/events
http://filene.org/events
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